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Content
[George Bragues]
I want our students to come away with an appreciation of the approach that
we took here at Guelph-Humber in educating them. The mix of theory and
practice, because I want them to flourish and in that way I hope that they'll
make an enormous contribution to the business scene.

0:14 – 0:17

[University of Guelph-Humber Logo]

0:18 – 0:30

[Daniel Bielak]
Guelph-Humber really focuses on the experiential and theoretical aspects of
learning right and that's why I love it. Because I enjoy giving presentations, I
enjoy working in teams which is a lot more what you will do in the business
world.

0:31 – 0:41

[George Bragues]
Students are exposed to the different areas of business, they take courses in
marketing, they take courses in accounting, they take courses in finance, they
also do courses in economics.

0:42 – 1:00

[Daniel Bielak]
The uniqueness of being more practical at Guelph-Humber where like I'm in
groups, I'm doing presentations, I'm executing on projects, I've got all this, I've
got the supportive community at Guelph-Humber. The class sizes are small,
people are enabling of each other and that's why I sort of I think there's an
edge to somebody that goes to Guelph-Humber.

1:01 – 1:24

[George Bragues]
There's a lot of evidence to show that if you want to learn something it's not
simply a matter of just passively taking it in you do need to be practically
engaged with it and the fact that our curriculum has this applied component
this hands-on dimension allows you to really concretize and to consolidate that
learning that you get in the classroom.

1:25 – 1:43

[Daniel Bielak]

I'm very excited to be located in Toronto because then it allows me to bring you
know guest speakers into Guelph-Humber from amazing firms, from really cool
places, allows us to send delegates to conferences. Toronto offers a lot of
opportunity and I'm so grateful to be in this amazing city.
1:44 – 2:03

[George Bragues]
Most of our instructors have at least five years of industry experience in the
area that they teach, this really enlivens the classroom, makes for richer
discussions and in this way students are no longer just simply being taught
concepts which are important they're being taught the concepts in a way that
they can be better able to apply them in the future.

2:04 – 2:32

[Daniel Bielak]
What I would say to a prospective student coming to G-H is where else will you
find a community of individuals where they're dedicated to putting in their
best, dedicated to wanting to improve themselves, dedicated to doing well like
with regards to competitions with regards all the extracurriculars that we have
going on here, all the collaboration, all the supportiveness and so to somebody
that is considering it I'd say come be part of our story.

2:33 – 2:37

[University of Guelph-Humber Logo]

